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Abstract

Recent advances in deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have shown promise for automatic segmentation in magnetic resonance images.
However, because of the stochastic nature of the training process, it is difficult to interpret what information networks learn to represent. This study explores multiple difference metrics between networks to determine semantic relationships between knee cartilage tissues. It explores how differences in learned
weights and output activations between networks can be used to express these
relationships. These findings are further supported by training multi-class networks to segment multiple tissues to compare network accuracy across different tissue combinations. This study shows that network generalizability for segmenting tissues can be measured by distances between networks. Femoral cartilage proves to be most closely related to other tissues, while patellar cartilage is
most distant from other tissues. These findings are used to better understand
feature extraction of knee cartilage in CNNs and to propose robust training
policies for training semantic segmentation neural networks with limited data.
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Introduction

In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown potential for rapid, high-fidelity automatic segmentation of magnetic resonance
(MR) images. However, because of their stochastic nature, it is difficult to
characterize network behavior and interpret how networks represent relevant information. Recent work has explored how different learning environments influence overall segmentation performance [1], [2], but this work has
not characterized how these networks learn relationships between different
tissues.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has proven to be the most accurate
non-invasive tool in recognizing and diagnosing diseases such as knee osteoarthritis [3]. Segmentation of knee cartilage is necessary for this diagnosis and manual segmentation is a difficult and time-consuming task.
This difficulty is even greater when dealing with knee cartilage, as there
are many different tissues with varying sizes and at various positions within
the knee. Modern CNNs have proven effective at automating this process,
but require many clean, manually segmented images for training.
This study examines the segmentation of menisci and femoral, patellar, and
tibial cartilage as an archetype of segmenting tissues in the knee of varying
volumes. A deeper analysis into the learned representations (“features”) of
these tissues may allow for improved interpretation of how networks leverage spatial proximity among tissues. By comparing the distance between
trained weights and output activations of segmentation neural networks
trained to segment different tissues, the distance between tissue spatial
features was quantified as a metric for characterizing semantic relationships between tissues. The accuracy of multi-class networks segmenting
these tissues was also compared to determine which tissues share a similar
feature space.
An understanding of this feature space and tissue relationships can motivate more robust training policies, especially in situations with limited
training data, and improve automatic segmentation of knee cartilage.
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Methods

The state-of-the-art 2D U-Net architecture [4] was used to train single- and
multi-class segmentation models on 3D double-echo steady-state volumes
acquired from the Osteoarthritis Initiative [5]. 88 subjects scanned at two
timepoints were randomly split into cohorts of 60 (120), 14 (28), 14 (28)
subjects (scans) for training, validation, and testing, respectively.
Four separate networks were trained to segment femoral cartilage, tibial
cartilage, patellar cartilage, and menisci (termed “scratch” networks) from

Table 1: Network hyperparameters for each single-class network. Hyperparameters shared between all networks are listed in a separate table.
The 12 different single-class networks are listed, with target segmentation
tissues denoted with separate colors.
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convolutional weights randomly initialized using He initialization [6]. Each
“scratch” network was subsequently fine-tuned to segment the remaining
three tissues independently, resulting in a total of 12 networks, 3 (1 scratch,
3 fine-tuned) for each of the four tissues. The following convention is introduced: A(s) -network trained to segment tissue A from scratch, B|A(s) network to segment tissue B by fine-tuning on weights of A(s) (see Table 1).
Training hyperparameters were empirically chosen to maximize network
performance (see Tables 1 and 2). Early stopping was used during training
to avoid overfitting [7]. Network weights resulting in the lowest soft Dice
validation loss were used for comparisons.

Table 2: Hyperparameters and training details shared between all trained
networks.
To better understand how networks learn to segment a new class from initial training, the extent to which network weights evolve during fine-tuning
is observed. The average Euclidean (L2) distance ‘d’ between learned convolution kernel weights of two networks was used to quantify network similarity. Distances were computed across the entire network and for corres8

ponding weights at different depths of the U-Net architecture. The average
feature distances between two tissues A,B were calculated as averages of
bidirectional distances d(A(s) ,B|A(s) ) and d(B(s) ,A|B(s) ).
Since neural network weights are subject to permutation invariance, the
activation output of networks were compared in the latent space of the network (layer decoder_layer5_conv in Figure 1) as another metric to quantify
network similarity. A comparison across the latent space of the network was
deemed to provide the best overall feature comparison. Activation maps
were also generated as a qualitative assessment of similarities in activation
regions across segmentation tissues. These maps indicate the normalized
root mean square of all activations upsampled to the image input size using
bilinear interpolation.
Furthermore, eleven multi-class networks were trained to determine tissue
similarity. The networks were trained to segment all combinations of tissues. Inference was run to determine a Dice score for each tissue in each
network. Accuracy was compared across multi- and single-class networks
to quantify network relationships.
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Results

Longer distances between scratch networks were observed at shallower regions of the network, while latent layers (encoder_layer6 ) had the least
difference (see Figure 1a). Distances between scratch networks and their
corresponding fine-tuned networks were longest in shallower decoder stages
(decoder_layer1 )(see Figure 1b).
On average, networks fine-tuned to segment a particular tissue had a shorter
weight distance to their base scratch networks (d=8.17e-3) than to other
scratch networks trained to segment the same tissue (d=6.45e-2).
Weight and activation distances between tissues can be seen in Tables 3
and 4, respectively. According to both comparisons, femoral cartilage is
more closely related to both meniscus and tibial cartilage than tibial cartilage and meniscus are to one another. Bidirectional distances between
tissues can be seen in the charts.
9

Figure 1: L2 distance between weights of networks for each convolutional
network layer. (a) Comparison of network weights for networks trained
from scratch for each tissue. (b) Comparison of weights for fine-tuned
networks to their initializing weights.
Additionally, networks fine-tuned to segment tibial cartilage and meniscus
performed worse than their from-scratch counterparts (see Table 1), but
with the most similar results when fine-tuned on femoral cartilage weights.
Networks trained to segment femoral cartilage had a slight increase in accuracy when fine-tuned from meniscus or tibial cartilage weights.
10

Table 3: Heat map of weight distances. Shows the distance to change
weights from base to fine-tuned weights. Each column represents initializing weights and each row represents fine-tuning a different tissue. Darker
red cells denote a larger distance between weight values.

Table 4: Heat map of activation distances. Shows the distance between
fine-tuned networks and their initializing weights. Each column represents initializing weights and each row represents fine-tuning a different
tissue. Darker red cells denote a larger distance between activations.

Table 5: Accuracy for two-class segmentation networks. Cells contain the
Dice score coefficient of running inference on the row tissue for a network
trained to segment both the row and column tissues. Cells highlighted
in green achieved a higher accuracy than their single-class counterparts.
Cells in red achieved a lower score. Non-highlighted cells show singleclass accuracy.
Single-class patellar cartilage segmentation networks performed poorly both
from scratch and when fine-tuning and were unable to achieve a level of ac-
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curacy to consider them successful in their segmentation task (see Table 1).
Multi-class networks performed much better at segmenting patellar cartilage (see Table 5).
Multi-class segmentation showed an increase in segmentation accuracy for
all tissues except tibial cartilage (see Table 5). Tibial cartilage multi-class
networks performed very close to the single-class tibial cartilage network
trained from scratch when trained in tandem with femoral cartilage. These
results were consistent across networks with two, three, and four classes.
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Discussion

Shorter, near-equal distances in the latent space among scratch networks
may suggest that high-level representations for a single tissue are shared
amongst latent representations of other tissues of interest.
Furthermore, fine-tuned networks segmenting femoral cartilage performed
more similarly to their from-scratch counterpart compared to those segmenting tibial cartilage or meniscus (see Table 1). Fine-tuned networks
segmenting meniscus and tibial cartilage had a lower drop in accuracy with
initializing weights trained to segment femoral cartilage. This was also the
case with patellar cartilage, which performed poorly when fine-tuned on all
tissues, but performed best when fine-tuned on femoral cartilage weights.
As seen in Figure 2, networks segmenting femoral cartilage also shared activation regions with both tibial cartilage and meniscus segmentation networks. This may suggest that latent representations of femoral cartilage
are conditioned on more representative features of the whole image.
This is further supported by the activation output and weight distances
(see Tables 3 and 4) as both show femoral cartilage as being more closely
related to tibial cartilage and meniscus than tibial cartilage and meniscus
are to each other.
Furthermore, the multi-class networks show a shared feature space between
all tissues except tibial cartilage. The introduction of femoral cartilage as
an additional class had the largest rise in accuracy across tissues, including tibial cartilage (see Table 5). This factor and the minimal change in
12

Figure 2: Activation maps of each network over an MR image of the
knee. Cells with the same base and fine-tuned tissue were trained from
scratch on that tissue.
performance among femoral cartilage segmentation networks may suggest
that femoral cartilage has the largest spatial span of optimal feature representations for all four tissues.
This span of optimal features suggests that femoral cartilage can be useful
in shaping training policies in cases of limited data. It also suggests femoral
cartilage can be used in multi-class training to extract features of other
tissues. It is possible that networks trained to segment other tissues may
require less training data when fine-tuned on femoral cartilage weights and
vice versa.
To test this hypothesis, nine networks were fine-tuned on femoral cartilage
weights to segment other tissues: 3 on meniscus, 3 on tibial cartilage, and
3 on patellar cartilage. To simulate a situation with limited data, three
subsamples of the training data (10, 20, and 30 scans) were used to train
the networks for each tissue. If femoral cartilage provides a basis for finetuning other tissues, the accuracy of these segmentation networks will be
13

Figure 3: Fine-tuning accuracy when increasing subsample size of training data. All networks are trained on femoral cartilage base weights unless specified otherwise in legend.
respectable even with limited training data and the Dice score coefficient
will increase as subsample size increases. Three more networks were trained
with the same subsampling to segment meniscus on patellar cartilage base
weights, as patellar cartilage seems to be the worst basis for fine-tuning networks to segment other tissues. If a significant difference in segmentation
accuracy between femoral and patellar cartilage base weights is observed,
the distance metrics utilized for network comparison can be considered
accurate representations of semantic relationships between tissues.
According to Figure 3, femoral cartilage appears to have the best feature
representation of all tissues and the potential to motivate training policies
for segmenting other tissues with limited data.
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Conclusions

Semantic relationships between tissues can be characterized by inspecting learned feature representations for tissue segmentation. The distance
between feature weights and activation outputs compared with the results
14

of multi-class segmentation networks can be used to interpret similarity
in latent features between tissues, and to design training policies for network fine-tuning with limited data. The ability to motivate robust training
policies with limited data enables better automatic segmentation of MR
images necessary in the diagnosis of disease.
Future work would consist of testing more types of segmentation networks (i.e., DeepLabV3+[8], SegNet[9]), exploring patellar cartilage more
in depth, optimizing all networks for maximum segmentation accuracy, examining more data points, and utilizing distance calculations other than
Euclidean distance.
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